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We show that the Hopf algebra dual of the polynomials in one variable appears
often in analysis, but under different disguises that include proper rational func-
tions, exponential polynomials, shift invariant operators, Taylor functionals, and
linearly recurrent sequences. The isomorphisms from the proper rational functions
to the other algebras yield an explicit and general method for the solution of linear
functional equations, which can be considered as an algebraic version of the usual
integral transform methods. We also explain how some of the usual convolution
products in spaces of functions arise in an algebraic way. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The construction of solutions of linear functional equations is very
important in several areas of mathematics and its applications. The usual
methods are based on the idea of integral transformation, like the Laplace,
Fourier, and Mellin transforms, and the z-transform in the discrete case.
There are many other transform methods and their construction usually
requires advanced tools from analysis and functional analysis. See
w xZemanian 20 .
The main objective of the present paper is to present an algebraic
approach to the problem of finding explicit solutions of linear functional
equations, which separates the general algebraic foundations of the trans-
form methods from the analytical properties that characterize each partic-
ular method. What we obtain is a unified algebraic ``core'' of the transform
methods which allows us to solve certain classes of basic equations using
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to clarify the above statements we consider a familiar example. In the case
of linear differential equations with constant coefficients the basic class
consists of inhomogeneous equations of the form
u D g t s f t , 1.1 .  .  .  .
where u is a polynomial; f is a given exponential polynomial, that is, f is a
finite linear combination of products of polynomials by exponential func-
tions; and g is the unknown function which must satisfy some given initial
conditions. This type of equation is usually solved by the Laplace trans-
form method. Our algebraic theory yields a right inverse M of the
 .operator u D that depends in a simple explicit way on the polynomial u
and the function e z t. The determination of g s Mf is a direct algebraic
computation. Extending the domain of M, we can solve a larger class of
equations. Such an extension process may require the introduction of
integrals.
 .The operator D in 1.1 can be replaced by an element L of a fairly
general class of linear operators that includes differential operators with
variable coefficients, like t kD, and shift operators that act on a discrete
variable.
w xIn this paper we unify and generalize the methods introduced in 18 for
w xdifferential equations and in 17 for difference equations.
Our development is based on the existence of many isomorphic vector
spaces that appear naturally in several areas of mathematics, and which
are concrete realizations of the Hopf algebra dual B of the Hopf algebra
of polynomials in one variable. Among such algebras we have the proper
w xrational functions, which were introduced in 19 ; the algebra of linearly
w xrecurrent sequences, which was studied in 4, 5, and 10 ; the algebra of
quasi-polynomials or exponential polynomials, which are the solutions of
homogeneous linear differential equations with constant coefficients; and
the algebra of shift invariant operators, which is fundamental in the
umbral calculus. We describe the Hopf algebra B in Section 2, and some
of its concrete realizations in Section 3.
We use only the most elementary concepts from the theory of Hopf
algebras, just to show that some Hopf algebras appear quite frequently in
several areas of mathematics and also to clarify how some basic results,
like Leibniz's rule, fit in the Hopf algebra structures. The main reference
w x w xfor Hopf algebras in Sweedler's book 14 . See also 5, 9, 10, and 12 .
Since the algebra of proper rational functions plays a central role in our
development, we need some basic results about divided differences, which
are the functionals that correspond to the reciprocals of polynomials when
the rational functions are considered as elements of certain dual spaces. In
Section 6 we include some properties of divided difference functionals.
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This paper may be considered as a contribution to the general goals of
w xthe algebraic analysis, mainly due to Przeworska-Rolewicz 11 . See also
w xDimovski's book 6 .
The description of the Hopf algebra dual of the polynomials that we give
in Section 2 clarifies some aspects of its structure, like the coproduct, that
w xhave been described in different ways in 4, 5, 10, and 12 .
The idea of a generating function is essential in our constructions, but
we avoid the use of formal power series.
We describe a general method to obtain convolution products in Section
4, and some inner products in Section 5. In Section 8 we list some
directions for further research and comments about the bibliography.
2. THE HOPF ALGEBRA DUAL OF THE POLYNOMIALS
We denote by P the complex vector space of all polynomials in the
indeterminate z, and by P* the dual vector space of P. For n G 0 the
subspace of P of all polynomials whose degree is at most n is denoted by
P , and its dual by PU.n n
The duality pairing of P* and P is described with the angular bracket
notation, that is
 :L, p s Lp, L g P*, p g P.
We consider P with its usual Hopf algebra structure, given by the usual
multiplication
z k z n s z kqn , k , n g N; 2.1 .
the coproduct D, defined by
n
nn k nykD z s z m z , n g N; 2.2 .  /k
ks0
the counit, or augmentation e , given by
e z n s d ; 2.3 .0, n
and the antipode S, defined by
nn nSz s y1 z . 2.4 .  .
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A simple computation using the Chu]Vandermonde convolution
formula
n kn q k s 2.5 . /  /  /m j m y j
jG0
shows that D is an algebra map, this is,
D pq s D p Dq , p , q g P , 2.6 .  .
where the multiplication in the right-hand side is the natural multiplication
on the space P m P.
The translation maps U are the linear operators on P defined byt
U p z s p z q t , t g C, p g P. 2.7 .  .  .t
We say that D is induced by translations because the right-hand side of
 .  .n k nyk2.2 is obtained from the binomial formula for z q t identifying z t
with z k m z nyk. Note that the counit e is evaluation at zero, and the
antipode map is substitution of z by yz.
The Taylor functionals T are the elements of P* defined bya, k
1
k :T , p s D p a , a g C, k g N, p g P , 2.8 .  .a , k k!
where D denotes the usual differentiation operator. In particular, we have
nn nyk :T , z s a . 2.9 .a , k  /k
The subspace of P* generated by the Taylor functionals is denoted by T.
The coproduct D induces by duality a product w on P*, determined by
 :  :L w M , p s L m M , D p , L, M g P*, p g P. 2.10 .
 . nIf L and M are Taylor functionals and p z s z then
n nn j nyj :T w T , z s T , z T , z : :a , k b , m a , k b , m /j
js0
n n j n y jjyk nymyjs a b  / /  /j mkjs0
nykymk q m ns a q b , . /  /k k q m
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and therefore
k q mT w T s T , 2.11 .a , k b , m aqb , kqm /k
and T is a subalgebra of P*. Note that T is the unit element for the0, 0
multiplication w.
Leibniz's rule for differentiation, which reads
n n k nykD D D
pq s p q , 2.12 .  .n! k! n y k ! .ks0
and the multiplicativity of the evaluation functionals give us
n
 :  : :T , pq s T , p T , q , 2.13 .a , n a , k a , nyk
ks0
which we call Leibniz's rule for Taylor functionals. This motivates the
definition of the comultiplication
n
GT s T m T , a g C, n g N, 2.14 .a , n a , k a , nyk
ks0
 .which, by 2.13 , is dual of the multiplication on P. The counit for G is the
map f, given by
 :fT s T , 1 s d , 2.15 .a , n a , n n , 0
and the antipode S*, induced by duality by S, is
n
S*T s y1 T . 2.16 .  .a , n ya , n
As in the case of the Hopf algebra P, the proof of
G T w T s GT w GT 2.17 .  .a , k b , m a , k b , m
is a direct application of the Chu]Vandermonde convolution formula.
With the structure defined above, T is a Hopf algebra, and it is dual of
the Hopf algebra P. We show next that T is precisely the so-called finite,
w xor continuous, dual of P. See 4, 5, and 10 .
PROPOSITION 2.1. The Hopf algebra T is the set of elements of P* whose
kernel contains an ideal of P of finite codimension.
Proof. Let L be an element of T. We can write L as
m y1s i
L s c T , 2.18 .  i , j a , ji
is0 js0
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where the a are distinct complex numbers, the m are positive integers,i i
and the c are complex coefficients.i, j
Define the polynomial
s
m iw z s z y a , 2.19 .  .  . i
is0
 .and let n q 1 be the degree of w. By Leibniz's rule 2.13 we have
T , pw s 0, 0 F i F s, 0 F j - m , p g P , :a , j ii
 :and thus L, pw s 0 for any polynomial p. This means that the ideal
Pw is contained in the kernel of L.
By the division algorithm for polynomials, every polynomial p can be
written in a unique way in the form p s qw q r, where r is in P .n
Therefore P s Pw [ P , and the ideal Pw has finite codimension.n
Suppose now that A is an element of P* whose kernel contains the
 .ideal Pw, where w is as in 2.19 . If p s qw q r, with r in P , thenn
 :  :A, p s A, r and thus A is completely determined by the condition
 :A, qw s 0, for any polynomial q, and by its restriction to the subspace
P , which we call L.n
The set of Taylor functionals
W s T : 0 F i F s, 0 F j F m y 1 4a , j ii
is a basis of the space PU. It is the dual basis of the set of basic Hermiten
w xinterpolation polynomials H associated with the roots of w. See 17 andi, k
w x  .18 . Therefore L has a unique representation of the form 2.18 , and, as
 :we saw above, any such L satisfies L, qw s 0 for any polynomial q.
Therefore A s L as elements of P*, and hence A is in T.
From the expressions that define the Hopf algebra structure of T we
can see that the nature of the objects T is not really relevant. Thea, k
algebraic structure depends only on properties of the indexing set C = N.
This observation motivates our next definition.
Let B be the free complex vector space generated by the set C = N.
Define the multiplication w by
k q ma, k w b , m s a q b , k q m , 2.20 .  .  .  . /k
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the comultiplication G by
n
G a, n s a, k m a, n y k , 2.21 .  .  .  .
ks0
the counit f by
f a, n s d , 2.22 .  .0, n
and the antipode as
n
S* a, n s y1 ya, n . 2.23 .  .  .  .
It is clear that B is a Hopf algebra isomorphic to T. We call B the
binomial Hopf algebra o¨er the complex numbers. Note that the vector
 .subspace of B generated by the elements of the form 0, k , for k in N, is
a Hopf algebra isomorphic to P.
3. SOME CONCRETE REALIZATIONS OF B
In this section we present other examples of vector spaces that can be
equipped with a Hopf algebra structure isomorphic to that of B, and
which appear in a natural way in several areas of mathematics.
Suppose G is a complex vector space with a basis G s g : a g C,a, k
4k g N . The obvious bijection between the bases G of G and C = N of B
yields a vector space isomorphism between G and B, and we can transfer
the Hopf algebra structure from B to G in the obvious way. We will use
the same symbols to denote the operations, the counit, and the antipode
on G and on B. We consider next some examples.
Let t be a complex variable and define the functions
t k
atf t s e , a g C, k g N. 3.1 .  .a , k k!
We denote by E the complex vector space generated by the f . Thea, k
elements of E are called quasi-polynomials or exponential polynomials and
they are the solutions of linear homogeneous differential equations with
constant coefficients. The natural multiplication of the basic elements f ,a, k
considered as functions of t, gives
k q mf , f s f , 3.2 .a , k b , m aqb , kqm /k




G f s f m f 3.3 .a , n a , k a , nyk
ks0
 .  .is induced by the translation maps U , defined by U f t s f t q z , as inz z
the case of the coproduct D on P. The counit on E is
f f s f 0 s d , 3.4 .  .a , n a , n 0, n
and the antipode is
S*f t s f yt . 3.5 .  .  .a , n a , n
Therefore E is a natural Hopf algebra extension of P. Note that the
elements f , for k in N, form a basis of P.0, k
Consider now the linear operators L on P defined bya, k
Dk
L s U , a g C, k g N, 3.6 .a , k ak!
and let D be the complex vector space generated by the L . We call Da, k
the algebra of shift invariant operators. The multiplication on D induced
by B coincides with the multiplication of linear operators, since D
commutes with translations and U U s U .a b aqb
The coproduct
n
GL s L m L 3.7 .a , n a , k a , nyk
ks0
is induced by Leibniz's rule for differentiation, as in the case of the
coproduct on T. The counit is
Dn
fL s U 1 s d , 3.8 .a , n a 0, nn!
and the antipode is given by
Dnn
S*L s y1 U . 3.9 .  .a , n yan!
Since the translations on P can be written in the form
ak
k a DU s D s e , 3.10 .a k!kG0
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we can consider D as the Hopf algebra obtained from E by replacing t
 .with the operator D, that is, we can identify L with f D .a, k a, k
Let S be the complex vector space generated by the sequences
n nyks n s a , a, k g C = N, n g N. 3.11 .  .  .a , k  /k
The elements of S are called linearly recurrent sequences. They are the
solutions of homogeneous linear difference equations with constants coef-
ficients. The multiplication w in S gives
nykymk q m ns n w s n s a q b . 3.12 .  .  .  .a , k b , m  /  /k k q m
A simple computation using the binomial formula shows that this multipli-
cation coincides with Cauchy's convolution of sequences, defined by
n n
fwg n s f j g n y j . 3.13 .  .  .  .  /j
js0
By the Chu]Vandermonde convolution formulas we have
n q m nqmyks n q m s a .a , k  /k
k n mny j mykqjs a a  /  /j k y j
js0
k
s s n s m , .  . a , j a , kyj
js0
and hence the coproduct G on S is induced by translations.
The counit is
f s s d s s 0 , 3.14 .  .a , k 0, k a , k
and the antipode is
nk nykn n nykS*s n s y1 ya s y1 a . .  .  .  .a , k  /  /k k
Therefore
n
S*s n s y1 s n . 3.15 .  .  .  .a , k a , k
w xThe Hopf algebra S has been studied in 4, 5, and 10 .
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Consider now the linear space L generated by the functions
klog t .
a log tl t s e , 3.16 .  .a , k k!
where t is a complex variable and we take the principal determination of
w .log t, with the imaginary part in the interval 0, 2p . Here, as in the case of
E , the multiplication w coincides with the usual multiplication of functions
of t. The comultiplication G is induced by the map that sends t to tu, since
k
l tu s l t l u . 3.17 .  .  .  .a , k a , j a , kyj
js0
The counit f is the functional of evaluation at t s 1, that is
f l t s l 1 s d , 3.18 .  .  .a , k a , k 0, k
and the antipode is
S*l t s l 1rt . 3.19 .  .  .a , k a , k
w xOur next example was introduced in 19 . We call R the complex vector
space generated by the rational functions
1
r t s , a g C, k g N. 3.20 .  .a , k 1qkt y a .
The multiplication w gives
1 1 1k q m
w s , 3.21 .1qk 1qm 1qkqm /kt y a t y b t y a y b .  .  .
which is the Hurwitz convolution. It is usually described in terms of power
w xseries or complex integrals. See 8, Section 11.6 .
The comultiplication G on R is induced by the difference quotient map
 .  .multiplied by y1 that sends a rational function f t to
f t y f u .  .w xf t , u s . 3.22 .
t y u
It is easy to verify that
k
w xr t , u s y r t r u . 3.23 .  .  .a , k a , j a , kyj
js0
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The counit is defined by f r s d , and thusa, k 0, k
f f t s Residues of f , f g R. 3.24 .  .
The antipode is
ky1 .
S*r t s s yr yt . 3.25 .  .  .a , k a , k1qkt q a .
One of the fundamental properties of rational functions is the partial
fractions decomposition formula, which we state next. For more details see
w x17 . Let r G 0, let a , a , . . . , a be distinct complex numbers, and let0 1 r
m , m , . . . , m be positive integers. Define0 1 r
r
m iu z s z y a , 3.26 .  .  . i
is0
and n q 1 s  m . Leti
I s i , j : 0 F i F r , 0 F j F m y 1 4 . i
and define the polynomials as
u z .
q z s , i , j g I , 3.27 .  .  .i , j m yjiz y a .i
and the linear functionals L byi, j
p
L , p s T , , p g P , i , j g I . 3.28 :  .  .i , j a , j ;i qi , 0
Using Leibniz's rule for Taylor functionals it is easy to see that
L , q s d , i , j , k , s g I . 3.29 :  .  .  .i , j k , s  i , j. , k , s.
  . 4This biorthogonality relation implies that q : i, j g I is a basis for Pi, j n
  . 4and L : i, j g I is the corresponding dual basis. Thereforei, j
p z s L , p q z , p g P . 3.30 : .  .  . i , j i , j n
 .i , j gI
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 .  .Dividing this last equation by u z and using 3.27 we get the partial
fractions decomposition formula
p z L , p : . i , js , p g P . 3.31 . nm yjiu z . z y a . .i , j gI i
By Leibniz's rule we also have
j 1
L , p s T , T , p , 3.32 :  :  .i , j a , k a , jyk ;i iqi , 0ks0
and thus L has the formi, j
j
L s a T , i , j g I . 3.33 .  .i , j i , k a , jyki
ks0
This expression shows that L is in T, and it can also be used to showi, j
  . 4that the set T : i, j g I is a basis for P .a , j ni
 .From 3.31 it is clear that R is the set of proper rational functions,
which are the functions of the form pru, where p and u are polynomials,
u is monic with positive degree, and the degree of p is strictly less than the
degree of u.
The division algorithm for polynomials implies that the vector space of
all the rational functions, which we denote by Q, is the direct sum of P
and R.
The next proposition is an important property of the residues of proper
w xrational functions. For a proof see 17 .
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let u be a monic polynomial of degree n q 1 and let p
be an element of P . Thenn
p p
 :f s Residues of s T , p . 3.34 . 0, nu u
 .Note that f pru is zero if the degree of p is less than n.
We describe next a method for the construction of concrete realizations
of the binomial Hopf algebra B.
 .Let G z, t be a complex valued function defined on some suitable
subset of C2 and analytic in z for each fixed t. Define
 :g t s T , G z , t , a, k g C = N, 3.35 .  .  .  .a , k a , k
where the Taylor functional acts with respect to z. If the collection of all
the g is linearly independent in the linear space of complex valueda, k
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functions defined for t in some set A, then the vector space G can be
equipped with a Hopf algebra structure isomorphic to B. In such case we
 .say that G z, t is a generating function for the Hopf algebra G.
The nature of the domains of G and of the basic functions g , which isa, k
only vaguely described above, will be clarified by the examples that we
present next.
For the Hopf algebra E of exponential polynomials a generating func-
tion is e z t, since
t k
z t atT , e s e , a, k g C = N, :  .a , k k!
and such functions are linearly independent entire functions.
 .From 2.9 we see that, for the Hopf algebra S of linearly recurrent
sequences, z t, with t restricted to take values in N, is a generating
function.
A generating function for the logarithmic Hopf algebra L is e z log t, and
 .the Cauchy kernel 1r t y z is a generating function for the proper
rational functions, since
1 1
T , s s r t . .a , k a , k ; 1qkt y z t y a .
 .If G z, t is a generating function then we can obtain other generating
 .functions by replacing t with some suitable function h t , with values in
 .some commutative algebra. For example, by replacing t with h t s D in
the generating function of E we get a generating function for the Hopf
 .algebra D of shift invariant operators, and with h t s log t we get a
generating function for L . It is also possible to replace z with some
 .suitable function g z .
4. CONVOLUTIONS
In some of the concrete realizations of the Hopf algebra B described
above the multiplication w is not the same as the ``natural'' multiplication.
This happens for S and for R, where w is not the multiplication of the
objects considered as complex valued functions in some domain. The
natural multiplication in S is the Hadamard multiplication of sequences,
vdenoted by and defined by
f v g n s f n g n , n g N, f , g g S . 4.1 .  .  .  .
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The Hadamard product of two basic elements of S is
n nnyk nyms v s n s a b . 4.2 .  .  .a , k b , m  / / mk
In order to find an explicit expression for this product as a linear
combination of basic elements of S , we need the following property of the
binomial polynomials.
PROPOSITION 4.1. For any complex number t and natural numbers k and
m, with k F m, we ha¨e
k k q m y j tt t s . 4.3 . / /  /m k q m y j /k j, k y j, m y j
js0
A proof is easily obtained using induction on k and the basic recur-
rences for the binomial polynomials. Another proof may be obtained by a
direct application of Newton's interpolation formula.
COROLLARY 4.1.
r k q m y j my j kyjs v s s a b s , 4.4 .a , k b , m ab , kqmyj /j, k y j, m y j
js0
where r is the minimum of k and m.
Note that the Hadamard multiplication is well defined on any concrete
realization of B.
Consider now the natural multiplication of elements of R considered as
functions of t. The partial fractions decomposition formula gives us the
multiplication formula
k
r t r t s T , r r t : .  .  .a , k b , m a , j b , m a , kyj
js0
m
q T , r r t , 4.5 :  .  . b , j a , k b , myj
js0
for a / b, and
r t r t s r t . 4.6 .  .  .  .a , k a , m a , kqmq1
These formulas define a multiplication on any concrete realization G of
B, by replacing the r with the corresponding basic elements of G. Fora, j
example, on the Hopf algebra E such multiplication coincides with the
classic convolution product, usually defined by
t
f ) g t s f y g t y y dy , t g R, 4.7 .  .  .  .  .H
0
w xand which is easily extended to the case of complex values of t. See 18 .
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In view of the above examples, we can obtain many different multiplica-
tions, or convolution products, on any vector space isomorphic to B,
constructing a vector space F isomorphic to B whose elements are
complex valued functions defined on some set. The natural multiplication
on F can be transfered to any other isomorphic copy of B. If F has a
zh t .  .generating function of the form e , for some complex valued h t , then
the natural multiplication on F coincides with w. An interesting class of
convolution products is obtained from algebras that correspond to generat-
ing functions of the form e g  z . t. The Hadamard multiplication is obtained
 .in this way, taking g z s log z.
The coproduct G is not always an algebra map with respect to the
multiplications constructed by the procedure described above. In some
w xcases we get infinitesimal bialgebras. See 9 .
5. INNER PRODUCTS
Let G be a vector space of complex valued functions with a basis
  .  . 4g t : a, k g C = N . Suppose that either the Taylor functionals Ta, k a, k
are well defined on the elements of G or they can be uniquely extended to
 .linear functionals that are defined on G. We define an indefinite inner
product on G by
 :g , g s T , g . 5.1 .  .a , k b , m a , k b , m
For example, for G s E we have
t k t m t m
at b t b te , e s T , ea , k ; /k! m! m!
k mt
bts T , T , e , : a , j a , kyj ;m!js0
and a simple computation yields
t k t m amy jbky jk q m y jat b t abe , e s e , /  /j, k y j, m y jk! m! k q m y j ! .jG0
 .which, in view of 4.4 , can be written as
f t , f t s f v f 1 . 5.2 .  .  .  .  . .a , k b , m a , k b , m
Note that this inner product is symmetric and it is well defined on any
concrete realization of B.
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 .A simple modification of the computation of f , f yieldsa, k b, m
f t , f tz s f v f z , z g C, 5.3 .  .  .  .  . .a , k b , m a , k b , m
which is an expression for the Hadamard product in terms of the inner
product.
We consider next the analogous construction of an inner product on the
Hopf algebra R. For a / b we have
1k k q m :T , r t s y1 . 5.4 .  .  .a , k b , m 1qkqm /k a y b .
The functional T is extended to an element of R* defininga, k
 :T , r s 0, a g C, k , m g N. 5.5 .a , k a , m
Therefore, as an element of R*, T is given bya, k
 :T , f t s Residue at a of f t r t , 5.6 .  .  .  .a , k a , k
and we define the inner product on R as
r , r s Residue at a of r t r t , 5.7 .  .  .  .a , k b , m a , k b , m
 .which gives zero if a s b and gives the right-hand side of 5.4 if a / b.
It is easy to see that
r , r s y r , r 5.8 .  .  .a , k b , m b , m a , k
and
r , r r s r , r . 5.9 .  .  .a , n a , k b , m a , nqkq1 b , m
The inner product on R extends to an inner product on the algebra
Q s P [ R of all the rational functions as follows:
p q f , q q g s f , q y g , p q f , g , p , q g P , f , g g R. .  .  .  .
5.10 .
 .Note that p, q s 0 whenever p and q are polynomials.
 .Using the inner product notation, for a / b, Eq. 4.5 becomes
k
r t r t s r , r r t .  .  .  .a , k b , m a , j b , m a , kyj
js0
m
q r , r r t . 5.11 .  .  . b , j a , k b , myj
js0
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 .  .This means that r , r is the coefficient of r t in the expansion ofa, k b, m a, 0
r r as a linear combination of basic elements of R. Note that thisa, k b, m
 .agrees with 5.6 .
  .:  .Since T , f t s f z for f in Q and any complex z that is not a polez, 0
of f , we see that
1
f t , s f z , f g Q , 5.12 .  .  . /z y t
 .for any z for which f z is well defined. This is an algebraic version of
Cauchy's representation formula for rational functions.
It is very easy to verify that
k q mr t , r z y t s r z , 5.13 .  .  .  . .a , k b , m aqb , kqm /k
and, by linearity, we get
f w g z s f t , g z y t , f , g g R. 5.14 .  .  .  .  . .
This is analogous to the integral representation for the Hurwitz convolu-
w xtion of analytic functions. See Hille 8, Section 11.6 .
The natural multiplication of rational functions is expressed in terms of
iterated inner products as follows:
1
f z g z s , f t , g u . 5.15 .  .  .  .  . / /z y t z y u .  .
For the Hurwitz convolution we have
1
f w g z s , f t , g u , 5.16 .  .  .  .  . / /z y t y u
 .which is equivalent to 5.14 , and for the Hadamard multiplication we have
1
f v g z s , f t , g u . 5.17 .  .  .  .  . / /z y tu
This formula is equivalent to
1
f v g z s g u , f zru . .  .  .  . /u
w xSee Hille 8, Section 11.6 .
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Let ) denote any of the multiplications on R considered above. Define
the kernel function K by
K z , t , u s r z ) r z . 5.18 .  .  .  .t , 0 u , 0
Then, the above representation formulas are special cases of
f ) g z s K z , t , u , f t , g u . 5.19 .  .  .  .  .  . . .
6. DIVIDED DIFFERENCES
We introduce here some definitions and basic properties of divided
w x w xdifference functionals. For the proofs and more details see 16 and 17 .
We use here the notation introduced in Section 3.
 .  .Let u z be a monic polynomial of degree n q 1, as defined in 3.26 ,
and let p be an element of P . From the partial fractions decompositionn
 .formula 3.31 we see that the element of T that corresponds to pru
under the natural isomorphism between R and T is the functional
 :A s A pru s L , p T . 6.1 .  . i , k a , m y1yki i
 .i , k gI
We say that a complex valued function f of a complex variable t is
 :  .defined on the roots of u if and only if T , f is well defined for i, ka , ki
in I. For any such f we have
 :  :A , f s L , p T , f . 6.2 :  . i , k a , m y1yki i
 .i , k gI
 :  :From now on we write pru, f instead of A, f . That is, we identify
pru with its image in T under the natural isomorphism that sends r toa, k
T , as we did in the definition of the inner product on R.a, k
The definition of the functionals L and Leibniz's rule for Taylori, k
 .functionals give us from 6.2 that
rp
, f s L , pf , 6.3 :  . i , m y1 ; iu is0
which can be written as
rp pf
, f s Residue at a of . 6.4 . i ;u uis0
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The linear functional associated with 1ru is called the divided differ-
ence functional with respect to the roots of u. For any f defined on the
roots of u we have
r1 f
, f s Residue at a of . 6.5 . i ;u uis0
 .Note that 6.4 says that any element of T is the composition of an
operator of multiplication by a polynomial p and a divided difference
functional.
We list next some elementary properties of divided differences. Most of
 . w x w xthem are direct consequences of 6.4 . For the proofs see 16 or 17 .
If u has simple roots a , a , . . . , a and f is defined on the a 's, then0 1 n i
n1 f a .i
, f s . 6.6 . ;u u9 a .iis0
For any monic polynomial u of degree n q 1 we have
1
k, z s d , 0 F k F n , 6.7 .n , k ;u z .
 k:and 1ru, z is a polynomial in the roots of u for k ) n.
If f is any function defined on the roots of u then
1
, uf s 0. 6.8 . ;u
If u and ¨ are monic polynomials of positive degree and f is defined on
the roots of u¨ then
1 1
, ¨f s , f . 6.9 . ;  ;u¨ u
This is called the reduction formula.
If u and ¨ have no common roots and f is defined on the roots of u¨
then
1 1 f 1 f
, f s , q , . 6.10 . ;  ;  ;u¨ u ¨ ¨ u
This is the decomposition formula.
If u has degree n q 1 and f is defined on the roots of u, then
p 1
, f s , pf , p g P . 6.11 .n ;  ;u u
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If pru is in R, q is a polynomial, and f is defined on the roots of u
then
p 1 1 r
, qf s , pqf s , rf s , f , 6.12 . ;  ; ;  ;u u u u
where pq s u¨ q r, and the degree of r is strictly less than the degree of
 .u. That is, r is the residue of pq modulo u. Note that 6.12 is a
 .consequence of 6.8 .
7. SOLUTION OF FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS
We show here that the isomorphisms among different concrete realiza-
tions of B can be used to solve functional equations.
 .Let G z, t be a generating function for a concrete realization G of the
Hopf algebra B, such that the elements of G are complex valued
functions defined on some set. Then, a basis for G consists of the
functions
 :g t s T , G z , t , a, b g C = N. 7.1 .  .  .  .a , k a , k
 .   .  .:We identify T with r and write g t s r z , G z, t . Thereforea, k a, k a, k a, k
we have an isomorphism from R to G, which sends an element pru of R
to the function
p z 1 .
g t s , G z , t s , p z G z , t . 7.2 .  .  .  .  . ; ;u z u z .  .
Suppose that there exists a linear operator L, defined on some suitable
space of functions of t, that satisfies
LG z , t s zG z , t , 7.3 .  .  .
where L acts with respect to t. In such case we say that L is the adjoint of
 .multiplication by z with respect to the generating function G z, t . For
 . z texample, for G z, t s e we have L s D , the usual differentiationt
operator, since
D e z t s ze z t . 7.4 .t
Note that this relation is what makes the Laplace transform a useful tool
for the solution of linear differential equations.
 . nFor G z, n s z , which is the generating function for S , the operator
 .  .  . z log tL is the shift E, defined by Ef n s f n q 1 , and for G z, t s e ,
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which generates L , L is the operator tD , which is associated with thet
Mellin transform and the solutions of Eulerian differential equations. See
w xZemanian 20 .
The concept of adjoint operator with respect to a function of two
w xvariables is certainly very old. It was probably used by Euler. In 15 such
adjoint operators were used to relate particular forms of the umbral
calculus with an algebra of formal Laurent series in several variables.
w xFreeman 7 developed the theory of adjoint operators in the context of
formal power series with polynomial coefficients.
 .Note that 7.3 implies
u L G z , t s u z G z , t , u g P. 7.5 .  .  .  .  .
 .  .Let g t be defined by 7.2 . Then we have
p z p z .  .
Lg t s , LG z , t s , zG z , t , .  .  . ;  ;u z u z .  .
 .and, by 6.12 ,
r z .
Lg t s , G z , t , .  . ;u z .
 .  .  .where zp z s cu z q r z and the degree of r is strictly less than the
degree of u. Therefore Lg is an element of G.
A direct computation yields
ag t , k s 0, .a , 0Lg t s .a , k  ag t q g t , k ) 0. .  .a , k a , ky1
 .PROPOSITION 7.1. Let u z be a monic polynomial of degree n q 1. Then
the linear subspace of G which consists of the elements g that satisfy
 .u L g s 0 is equal to the set
p z .
G u s g t s , G z , u : p g P . 7.6 .  .  .  .n ; 5u z .
 .  .Proof. Let g be in G u . Then, by 6.8 we have
p z .
u L g t s , u z G z , u s 0. .  .  .  . ;u z .
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 .Now let g be an element of G such that u L g s 0. Then
q z .
g t s , G z , t , .  . ;¨ z .
 .for some qr¨ in R, with q and ¨ relatively prime. By 6.12 we have
q z r z .  .
0 s u L g t s , u z G z , t s , G z , t , .  .  .  .  . ;  ;¨ z ¨ z .  .
 .  .  .  .  .where q z u z s c z ¨ z q r z and the degree of r is strictly less than
 .the degree of ¨. Since the map from R to G described in 7.2 is an
isomorphism, we must have rr¨ s 0. Therefore r s 0 and ¨ divides qu.
But q and ¨ are relatively prime, thus ¨ divides u and u s ¨w for some
polynomial w. Consequently, qr¨ s qwr¨w s qwru and therefore g is an
 .element of G u .
COROLLARY 7.1. Let u be a monic polynomial of degree n q 1 and let
 4p , p , . . . , p0 1 n
be a basis of P . Definen
p z .k
g t s , G z , t , 0 F k F n. .  .k  ;u z .
 4  .Then g , g , . . . , g is a basis of G u .0 1 n
 .There exist several bases for P , closely related to u z , for which then
 . w x w xcorresponding bases for G u are relatively simple. See 17 and 18 .
Consider now the inhomogeneous equation
u L g t s f t , 7.7 .  .  .  .
where the forcing function f is a given element of G. Let
q z .
f t s , G z , t , .  . ;¨ z .
with qr¨ in R and q and ¨ relatively prime.
Suppose that
s z .
g t s , G z , t , .  . ;w z .
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 .where srw is in R, is a solution of 7.7 . Then we have
s z q z .  .
, u z G z , t s , G z , t . 7.8 .  .  .  . ;  ;w z ¨ z .  .
Let su s pw q r, with degree of r strictly smaller than the degree of w.
 .Applying 6.12 we obtain rrw s qr¨ and therefore any rational function
of the form
s p¨ q q
s , p g P ,
w u¨
 .corresponds to a solution g of 7.7 . Taking p s 0 we get srw s qru¨ .
Therefore
q z .
g t s , G z , t 7.9 .  .  . ;u z ¨ z .  .
 .is a particular solution of 7.7 .
Let ) denote the convolution product in G that corresponds to the
multiplication of rational functions in R. This means
 :g t ) g t s r z r z , G z , t , 7.10 .  .  .  .  .  .a , k b , m a , k b , m
and thus
k m
g ) g s r , r g q r , r g , .  . a , k b , m a , j b , m a , kyj b , j a , k b , myj
js0 js0
 .which follows from 5.11 using the isomorphism from R to G.
 .Using the convolution product we can write 7.9 as
g t s f t ) h t , .  .  .
where
1
h t s , G z , t . 7.11 .  .  . ;u z .
We have proved above the following result.
PROPOSITION 7.2. For any f in G the function g s f ) h, where h is
 .  .defined in 7.11 , is a particular solution of Eq. 7.7 .
Since
1
 :g t s , G z , t s T , G z , t s G a, t , 7.12 .  .  .  .  .a , 0 a , 0 ;z y a
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 .  .for any complex number a, we can consider G z, t s g t and thenz, 0
1 1
g t s f t ) h t s f t ) , g t s , f t ) g t . .  .  .  .  .  .  .z , 0 z , 0 ;  ;u z u z .  .
7.13 .
The interchange of the operations is easily justified using linearity and the
case where f and 1ru are basic elements of G and R, respectively.
Note that we have proved that the linear map on G that sends f to
 .   .  .:f ) h, where h t s 1ru z , G z, t , is a right inverse for the operator
 .u L .
PROPOSITION 7.3. For any f and g in G we ha¨e
L f ) g s Lf ) g q gf f , 7.14 .  .
where f is the counit of the Hopf algebra G.
Proof. Let
 :  :f t s p z ru z , G z , t and g t s q z r¨ z , G z , t , .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
 .  .  .where pru and qr¨ are in R. Let zp z s cu z q r z where c is a
constant and the degree of r is less than the degree of u. Since
 .  .  .  .  .zp z q z ru z ¨ z is in R, by 6.12 we have
p z q z zp z q z .  .  .  .
L f ) g s , zG z , t s , G z , t .  .  . ;  ;u z ¨ z u z ¨ z .  .  .  .
and
r z .
Lf t s , G z , t . .  . ;u z .
Writing
zp z q z q z r z q z .  .  .  .  .
s c q ,
u z ¨ z ¨ z u z ¨ z .  .  .  .  .
we get
q z r z q z .  .  .
L f ) g s c , G z , t q , G z , t , .  .  . ;  ;¨ z u z ¨ z .  .  .
and hence
L f ) g s cg q Lf ) g . .
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 .By 3.34 we have
p p
c s Residues of s f s f f , u u
and this completes the proof.
 .Iteration of 7.14 gives
my1
m m j my1yjL g ) f s g ) L f q L gf L f , m G 1. 7.15 .  . .
js0
 . z g  t .  .Let G z, t s e , where g t is a differentiable function which has an
 .inverse g t under composition. Denote by S the operator of substitu-Ä g  t .
 .  . z ttion of t by g t . Then G z, t s S e andg  t .
LG z , t s zG z , t s zS e z t s S ze z t s S D e z t .  . g  t . g  t . g  t . t
holds for any z. Therefore
S LS s Dg gÄ
and then
Lf t s S D S f t sS f 9 g t g 9 t .  .  .  . . .Ä Äg  t . t g  t . g  t .Ä
1
s f 9 t g 9 g t s Df t . .  .  . .Ä
g 9 t .
 .  .  .For example, for g t s log t we get L s tD, and for g t s tr 1 y t we
 .2get L s 1 y t D.
The generating functions of the form eh z . t yield another family of
interesting operators.
 .From Proposition 7.2 we see that, in order to solve Eq. 7.7 with forcing
 .functions f t in a larger class, we need a vector space H that contains G
and an extension of the convolution ) to a bilinear form from H = G to
 .H. Then, for any f in H the element f ) h, where h is defined by 7.11 ,
 .can be considered as a generalized solution of 7.7 . In many cases, finding
a representation for the convolution ) on G as an integral provides a
direct way to construct the extension H of G.
8. FINAL REMARKS
In this paper we have not studied the structure of the Hopf algebra B.
There are some aspects related to ideals and automorphisms that deserve
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further research. We described a method to generate multiplications on
B, but we did not consider the dual problem of generating comultiplica-
tions. It may be interesting to characterize the multiplications on B for
which G is an algebra map. Modifying the basis C = N opens multiple
ways to generalize the theory. We could replace C by an arbitrary field or
a group, and N by some semigroup.
The binomial coefficients that appear in the definition of the multiplica-
tion w can be replaced by Gaussian coefficients or Stirling numbers, since
there are versions of the Chu]Vandermonde convolution formula for such
w xcombinatorial functions. See 16 .
There is a straightforward generalization to several variables taking
C n = Nn as a basis for an algebra and using generating functions of two
variables in C n. But the truly general version in n variables is probably
much more complicated, since it would require an algebraic theory of
residues in n variables.
The algebras of analytic functions under the Hurwitz convolution de-
serve further study. The case of Hadamard multiplication is much better
known.
The inner product on R can be used as an algebraic foundation for the
study of analytic functionals.
The algebra of shift invariant operators and some generalizations may
provide an interesting approach to the Umbral Calculus.
The results of Section 7 can be used to find an appropriate space of
functions that contains the solutions of linear equations associated with a
given operator L. Here the main problem is that of finding a generating
 .function G z, t such that L G s zG. Once we find G we have the algebrat
G and the convolution defined in a purely algebraic way on G. We may
need to complete G with respect to some suitable topology and to extend
the convolution product to the completion. For this objective, an integral
representation for the convolution may be needed. These ideas may
provide an alternative approach to some of the problems of constructing
w xright inverses of operators considered by Dimovski 6 , and also for the
w xconstruction of integral transforms. See Zemanian 20 .
The idea of introducing a multiplication in a space of linear functionals
w xappears in Buck's paper 2 , as does a natural correspondence between
w xlinear spaces of operators and linear functionals. Buck 3 also introduced
the representation of operators on the space of polynomials as infinite
w xorder differential operators with variable coefficients. The paper 1 is an
important contribution to the theory of polynomial sequences and generat-
ing functions.
The Hopf algebra R, which plays a central role in our approach, is also
w ximportant in combinatorics. See Stanley 13, Chapter 4 . Certain involu-
tions and automorphisms of Q s P [ R seem to be important.
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